
Subway Art 

What is Subway Art? 
Decorative art composed mostly of words using decorative type faces.  This style of art 
is very popular for gifts because words can truly express how we feel about someone or 
commemorate a special occasion such as a birth, wedding, or graduation.
Inspiration for this style of art can easily found on the internet - Pinterest has a wealth of 
ideas - search on “subway art” or “word cloud” or “word art” with the topic of celebration.  
When you look at these ideas, ignore the fact that they may be vinyl or painted or any 
other artistic medium.  The point is to give you ideas on what you can create using 
machine embroidery!  Here are some examples of easy projects you can replicate with 
thread:
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These projects are all based on layouts inspired from photos from pinterest, Google, 
yahoo and other internet searches for images.  They are not exact copies - there is no 
need nor is is always possible to create the exact duplicate of the design layout that you 
are looking at.  The goal is to use the ideas as inspiration so that you can create the 

design you want with the feel of the original inspirational design.



Software - Embrilliance Essentials BX fonts 
Embrilliance Essentials comes with 12 built in fonts that can be manipulated in size 
orientation, slant, and spacing.  Embrilliance has also created a unique and powerful 
format called BX.  You may have seen many digitizers (there are currently over 75 that 
offer the BX format) advertising that they now offer the BX format - their alphabet design 
collections can be used as keyboard fonts.  No more importing one letter at a time, 
lining them up and hoping that they will fit and be of the style you are looking for! With 
the BX format, you can simply download the alphabet, unzip it, and drag and drop the 
BX file onto Embrilliance software.  You will get the confirmation screen and can now 
choose the lettering tool, type in your text and select the alphabet from the pulldown 
menu of fonts.  Yes, it is that simple and pretty darn amazing!  When you purchase a BX 
font, you get these instructions in more detail along with pictures showing you how this 
is all done!  
For a list of digitizers that offer the BX format, go to the Embrilliance website and click 
on the User’s Forum in the left column.  At the bottom of this first page you will see the 
link for BX digitizers and here you will find the list that is updated regularly.  Yes, 
digitizers are being added regularly as they contact us for information.
So there are two parts to creating Subway art.  The first is figuring out what words, 
phrases, descriptors, information etc that you want your design to include.  There are no 
rules.  Of course for things like wedding or birth announcements, the usual times to 
include are name, date, and locations as well as other set statistics.  These types are 
rather easy - they are based on facts that exist or can be verified/provided.  
For the Subway art styles that are more of a compilation of thoughts, feelings and ideas,
… well these can be fun explorations into how you really feel about something or 
someone.  What a great memento for a special person in your life.  There are many 
ways to come up with the words - I find the old fashioned sit down with a pen and paper 
and just start writing a list of words feelings and ideas that come to mind  - boom boom 
boom one right after another - is the best way to come up with a selection to work from.  
Work out size, location and even spelling later.  I set the timer for 3 minutes and just 
start writing the first words that come to mind when I think of the person or situation - 
one right after another - yes, I know I said that but I also know how many times I sit 
there staring at a blank sheet of paper!  If I want to make a word cloud for summer, I 
start by writing “summer” down and then immediately I came up with the following list:

Summer

Beach camping water green

Cape Cod butterflies swimming sun tan lotion

Sea shells flip flops bbq bright colors

mosquitos sandals ice cream ice cream truck

sun sand dunes family



I’m sure you get the idea on how this works!  If I were making something for a special 
family member - like an Uncle that took me fishing on the weekends and loved peanuts 
and had a dog named Buster and let me drive the tractor, I might want to create a 
different more personal and memorable list.  What a great way for kids to help in making 
teacher gifts for the end of the year!

So once you have the idea of what you sort of want the layout to look like, and have 
created your list of words, thoughts and ideas, all you have to do is work out how to put 
all of these together!  
First - find a few similar or coordinating fonts that are of the size you need for your hoop 
and the project at hand.  From class you may recall that I had 5 or 6 “ABC”s off to the 
left of my hoop each in a different font style.  Its so much easier to copy and paste these 
into my layout then change the text - rather than try to scroll through the font list each 
time to choose a new font.
You have so many options with the lettering tool to create unique effects with all the 
fonts you have installed .  Here are just a few ideas and reminders from class:

Vertical and arched text can be found under the single line or monogram text 
style - YES you can type in more than just three characters using this mode!



Check the “i” next to the font name to see if punctuation or numbers are 
included in the selected font.
add small designs as fillers
Click on the center square in a letter and change its color for multicolored 
letters
Don’t over use swirly fonts unless that’s the look you are going for - remember 
the “Old English font” business cards that were unreadable :-)

Remember that you can adjust all lettering objects to be fatter using the stitch tab.  
Remember that just because you can make letters fatter doesn’t mean you should - turn 
off 3D, zoom and LOOK at the underlay to see if making things wider will do nothing but 
add puckers!
Use the color sort utility to combine like colors and reduce thread changes.
Most of all  - have fun with this!  Let your imagination explore and create a thoughtful gift  
and memory for someone - maybe even yourself!

For those that missed seeing me on the way to the “Arctic Circle” on the lower level, I 
will still be able to offer you the show special pricing on the Embrilliance software.  All 
you have to do is contact me by email at lisa@sew-bubbles.com and we can chat about 
what you are looking to do and if Embrilliance is the software that can help!
If you haven’t yet looked at the Embrilliance programs:
http://tinyurl.com/LisaSale01 

Here you can just check out what Embrilliance is all about at your convenience!
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